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Abstract 
Light intensity of attraction lamps used on squid fishing boats has greatly increased 
since the introduce from of the automatic squid jigging machine in about 1972. Oil price 
rises after the first and second oil shocks have put increased economic pressures on fisherman. 
In order to test the effieiency of shades used with the attraction lamp lights, four types 
of shades were used for test; "Fiat shade", "Double shade", "Double and one-side reflection 
shade" and "Spot type". 
Only the flat shade is being used commercialy. The other three were made for test 
purposes at this time. 
1) Calculated utilization rates of light on time for attraction of each shades are as
follow: 23.0% for flat shade, 37.2% for double shade, 53.4% for double and one-side 
reflection shade and 86.6% for spot type. 
2) Measured submarine illumination at near side of Iamp and acount of area upper 1.0
Jux underwater illumination zone. 
To calculate the volume with consumption electrical power 1.0 KW. 
Results are as follows: "Fiat shade" shows 4332 m3, "Double shade" shows 4053 m3, 
"Double and one-side reflection shade" shows 5331 m3 and "Spot type" shows 175563 m3. 
These results indicate against rate of utilization for the "Fiat shade" to another shades is 1 : 
1.07 : 1.23 : 4.05. 
3) The spot type shade shows the highest efficiency rate for light utilization.
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Fig. 1. Point of measurement on surface 
illumination and vertical underwater 
illumination around the ship. 






Fig. 3. Photograph of "Double shade" made 
for test purposes. 
Fig. 4. Photograph of "Double and one-side 
reflection shade" made for test purposes. 
Fig. 5. Photograph of "Spot type" made for test 
purposes. 
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Fig. 8. Utilization efficiency for light using "Double shade". 
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Fig. 9. Utilization efficiency for light using 
"Double and one-side reflection shade". 
Fig. 10. Utilization efficiency for light using 
"Spot type". 
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---- Fiat shade 
------- Double shade 
--- Double & one-side reflection shade 
---- Spot type 
Fig. 11. Surface distribution of 1.0 Jux illuminate line on time for 
each shade used. 
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平板笠，二重笠，二重反射笠およびスポット式の光利用率は， 計算によると 38.6%, 67.7%, 
::lt * * lt. tlrc � 36(2), 1985. 
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Fig. 12. Vertical distribution of 1.0 lux is illuminate line on time for each shade used.
Table 1. Comparison of horizontal area, area of vertical section and volume of upper 1.0 Jux 
underwater illumination per 1.0 KW using four kinds of shades. 
Standard Consumption Area of Area of volume of Luminous Type of vertical Ratio to 
source (V) power shade section surface per KW Fiat shade (KW) (KW) (m') (m') (m')
Halogen 200 2.5 Fiat 297 1325 4332 1.003 
Halogen 200 2.5 Double 297 1454 4653 1.07 3 
Halogen 200 2.5 Double 300 1604 5331 1.233 & one-side
Halogen 220 1.2 Spot 399 1583 17556 4.05 1.5 
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